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News › iPhone

iPhone

Newsweek, USA Today: iPhone not perfect, but hype-worthy
 Last updated: May 15, 2021 6:46 pm UTC
 By Jeremy Horwitz 







 In additional reviews published today, Newsweek’s Steven Levy and USA Today’s Edward C. Baig praised Apple’s iPhone as a lust-worthy, fun, and impressive new device. Levy described the device as “the rare convergence device where things actually converge,” praising everything from its packaging to its easy setup, “stunning 3.5-inch display,” and Internet features.
Advertisements


He notes that you can “merge up to five conversations into a conference,” and cites the web browsing experience as iPhone’s best feature. However, Levy cited the unit’s EDGE speed, 200-message SMS limitation, and e-mail glitches as problems, and suggested that it wasn’t a replacement iPod for many types of users. “In the future—when the iPhone has more applications and offers more performance, with a lower price—buyers will find even more value.

So smart consumers may well wait for that day. But meanwhile they can only look with envy” as others are enjoying the phone.
 Baig rated the iPhone 3.5 out of 4, praising the widescreen iPod and Cover Flow features, the simplicity of the phone and visual voicemail, and the “fun” of using the keyboard and interface once you get used to them.
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 The Apple AirPods Pro 2 with USB-C is $50 Off
 1 Min Read
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 Samsung grabs number 1 global smartphone vendor spot from Apple
 1 Min Read
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 Canadian iPhone user Batterygate claim launches
 1 Min Read
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 Latest SEC Filing shows Cook selling 200K Apple shares
 1 Min Read
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 The M3 MacBook Pro is $300 Off
 1 Min Read
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 Apple opens new YouTube Channel for WWDC 2024
 1 Min Read
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 Web links and emulator apps now allowed in the EU App Store
 1 Min Read
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 Disney to crack down password sharing soon
 1 Min Read
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 Get $50 Off the 2024 MacBook Air
 1 Min Read
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 Google launches own ‘Find My’ network
 1 Min Read
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 3 games added to the Apple Arcade library
 1 Min Read
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 Apple axes employees after car project cancellation
 1 Min Read
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iLounge is an independent resource for all things iPod, iPhone, iPad, and beyond. iPod, iPhone, iPad, iTunes, Apple TV, and the Apple logo are trademarks of Apple Inc.
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